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A method of multi-radio interworking to provide integrated

cellular and WLAN access for a multi-radio device is pro
vided. A serving base station in a cellular network first obtains
wireless local area network (WLAN) information and then
forward the WLAN information to a serving device such that
the serving device is capable to connect with both the cellular
network and a WLAN. The WLAN information may com
prise scanning information, WLAN QoS information,
WLAN layer-3 information, or additional WLAN access
point information. The WLAN information is forwarded
based on triggering events associated with the, serving base
station information, WLAN coverage information, or the
serving device information. Based on the received WLAN
information, when entering WLAN coverage, the serving

Related U.S. Application Data

device activates its WLAN access to forward traffic from the

(60) Provisional application No. 61/313,182, filed on Mar.

12, 2010, provisional application No. 61/423,160,

filed on Dec. 15, 2010.

cellular access network to the WLAN access network. When

leaving WLAN coverage, the serving device deactivates its
WLAN access to save power consumption.
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METHOD OF MULTI-RADIO
INTERWORKING IN HETEROGENEOUS
WRELESS COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

0001. This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C.
S119 from U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/313,182,
entitled “Method of Smart Interworking to Support Inte
grated Multi-Radio Wireless Communication Terminals in
Heterogeneous Wireless Communication Networks, filed on
Mar. 12, 2010; U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/423,160,
entitled “Method of Smart Interworking to Offload Traffic
from Cellular Network to WiFi Network filed on Dec. 15,

2010; the subject matter of which is incorporated herein by
reference.
TECHNICAL FIELD

0002 The disclosed embodiments relate generally to
wireless network communication, and, more particularly, to
multi-radio interworking in heterogeneous wireless commu

works (RANs) such as E-UTRAN and WLAN are usually
available. Furthermore, wireless communication devices are
increasingly being equipped with multiple radio transceivers
for accessing different radio access networks. For example, a
multiple radio terminal (MRT) may simultaneously include
Bluetooth, WiMAX, and WiFi radio transceivers. Thus,

multi-radio integration becomes more feasible today and is
the key to help user terminals to explore more bandwidth
available from different radio access technologies and
achieve better utilization of scarce radio spectrum resources.
0007 Multi-radio integration needs to be achieved from
two perspectives. From the network perspective, much
research has already been done since 3G era on inter-net
working for traffic routing and offloading in the backhaul
(i.e., wireline) network. On the other hand, from the device
perspective, certain research has just been initiated to inves
tigate how different radio access networks can interwork with
each other to prevent mutual interference. However, it has not

been well studied on how different radio interfaces of the

same device can interwork to improve transmission effi
ciency, and how radio access networks can help the device
with shared components for different radio interfaces to work
well together.

nication networks.

SUMMARY
BACKGROUND

0003 Demand on mobile data service continues to grow
dramatically in the recent years. The growth in demand is
driven by modern portable handheld devices, such as smart
phone, tablet PC, portable router etc. The growth in demand
is also driven by new applications, such as streaming video,
e-book, online gaming etc. Studies have shown that the
demand for mobile data service is expected to grow more than
fifty times from year 2008 to 2013.
0004 To meet this fast growing demand in mobile data
service, various network operators are developing new tech
nologies and defining new standards for the next generation
wireless networks to achieve much higher peak transmission
rate. For example, 1 Gbps peak transmission rate is required

by ITU-R for IMT-Advanced systems in the 4" generation
(4G) mobile communications systems. 1 Gbps peak trans
mission rate in wireless networks can provide users similar
experience as in wireline networks, and it is sufficient to
satisfy most applications on the Internet today and in the near
future.

0005 While peak transmission rate is no longer a critical
problem after 4G era, network capacity is likely to be
exhausted very soon in the next few years. Not only traffic
demand is growing dramatically (i.e. >50x in 5 years), but
also the improvement on average cell spectral efficiency is
very limited from 3G to 4G era (i.e. <10x). In addition, the
available spectrum resource is also limited. Network capacity
will still be exhausted very soon even all the networks are
upgraded with 4G air interface. This problem in fact already
happens in some areas. Therefore, capacity exhaustion is
anticipated to be the most critical problem during 4G and
beyond 4G (B4G) era.
0006 While the demand on wireless communication ser
Vice continues to increase, the demand on broadband access

may not always require mobility Support. In fact, studies have
shown that only a small fraction of users demand on simul
taneous mobile and broadband access. Therefore, in addition
to cellular networks, there are other networks able to deliver

information to mobile users, with or without mobility Sup
port. In most geographic areas, multiple radio access net

0008. A method of multi-radio interworking to provide
integrated cellular and WLAN access for a multi-radio device
in a wireless communication network is provided. A serving
base station in a cellular network first obtains wireless local

area network (WLAN) information of a WLAN and then
forward the WLAN information to a serving device such that
the serving device is capable to connect to both the cellular
network and the WLAN. The WLAN information may com
prise scanning information, WLAN QoS information,
WLAN layer-3 information, or additional WLAN access
point (AP) information.
0009. The WLAN information is forwarded by the serving
base station to the serving device based on certain triggering
events associated with the serving base station information,
WLAN coverage information, or the serving device informa
tion. For example, the triggering events may be associated
with the serving base station cell coverage, WLAN coverage
information including a WLAN AP location and the WLAN
service coverage, and the serving device information includ
ing device location, device footprint, device measurement
result over the serving base station, or device WLAN capa
bility.
0010 Based on the received WLAN information, when
entering WLAN coverage, the serving device activates access
to the WLAN via its WLAN transceiver to offload traffic from
the cellular access network to the WLAN access network.

When leaving WLAN coverage, the serving device timely
deactivates access to the WLAN via its WLAN transceiver to

save power consumption. Therefore, by obtaining and for
warding the WLAN information, the serving base station in a
cellular network is able to assist its serving device to offload
traffic to a WLAN network to improve efficiency and utiliza
tion.

0011. Other embodiments and advantages are described in
the detailed description below. This summary does not pur
port to define the invention. The invention is defined by the
claims.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0012. The accompanying drawings, where like numerals
indicate like components, illustrate embodiments of the
invention.
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0013 FIG. 1 illustrates multiple radio access networks for
a user terminal to access information Source in accordance

with one novel aspect.
0014 FIG. 2 illustrates an example of multi-radio integra
tion with integrated cellular plus WLAN access.
0.015 FIG.3 illustrates multi-radio coexistence as the first
stage in technology migration roadmap.
0016 FIG. 4 illustrates multi-radio cooperation as the sec
ond stage in technology migration roadmap.
0017 FIG. 5 illustrates multi-radio cognition as the third
stage in technology migration roadmap.
0018 FIG. 6 illustrates an example of multi-radio inter
working of a user terminal in a cellular network having
WLAN coverage.
0019 FIG. 7 illustrates a first step in WLAN offload opera
tional procedure.
0020 FIG. 8 illustrates a second step in WLAN offload
operational procedure.
0021 FIG. 9 illustrates one embodiment of a complete
WLAN offload procedure in accordance with one novel
aspect.

0022

FIG.10 illustrates an overview of network architec

ture for WLAN offload.

0023 FIG. 11 illustrates one embodiment of using paging
procedure to initiate a WLAN offload procedure.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0024. Reference will now be made in detail to some

embodiments of the invention, examples of which are illus
trated in the accompanying drawings.
0025 FIG. 1 illustrates multiple radio access networks for
a user terminal 11 to access information Source 10 in accor

dance with one novel aspect. A radio access network (RAN)
is part of a mobile telecommunication system implementing
a radio access technology. In most geographic areas, multiple
radio access networks are usually available for user terminal
11 to access information source 10 (e.g., the Internet) and
obtain mobile data service. Examples of different radio
access network types are GSM radio access network, UTRA
or E-UTRA cellular access network, WiMAX system, and
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN). If the multiple RANs
Support the same air interface, then the entire access network
is a homogeneous network. On the other hand, if the multiple
RANs support different air interfaces (e.g. cellular and WiFi),
then the entire access network is a heterogeneous network.
From a user terminal point of view, it does not matter which
access network the desired information is delivered through,
as long as data service is maintained with fast speed and high
quality. In accordance with one novel aspect, with multi-radio
integration, user terminal 11 is a multi-radio terminal (MRT)
and is able to explore more bandwidth available from differ
ent radio access networks, both homogeneous and heteroge
neous, for improved per terminal performance and/or opti
mized radio resource utilization.

0026 Depending on the standard, a user terminal or
mobile phone is varyingly known as user equipment (UE),
terminal equipment, and mobile station (MS) etc. In the
example of FIG. 1, user terminal 11 is referred to as UE11,
and is equipped with both a cellular radio module and a WiFi
radio module. UE11 may access the Internet via an E-UT
RAN path (denoted by a dashed line with single dot) using its
cellular module. Alternatively, UE11 may access the Internet
via a WLAN path (denoted by a dashed line with double dots)
using its WiFi module. In one advantageous embodiment, the

cellular radio module and the WiFi radio module of UE11

cooperates with each other to provide integrated cellular and
WiFi access over both E-UTRAN 12 and WLAN 13 to

improve transmission efficiency and bandwidth utilization.
0027 FIG. 2 illustrates an example of multi-radio integra
tion with integrated cellular (e.g., E-UTRAN) and WiFi (e.g.,
WLAN) access. E-UTRAN is the cellular air interface of
3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) upgrade path for mobile
networks. It is the abbreviation for Evolved UMTS Terrestrial

Radio Access Network, also known as the Evolved Universal

Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA) in early drafts of the
3GPP LTE specification. On the other hand, WiFi is a term
that describes a range of connectivity technologies including
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) based on the IEEE
802.11 standards, device-to-device connectivity, and a range
of technologies that support PAN, LAN, and even WAN con
nectivity. In the example of FIG. 2, user equipments UE21,
UE22, and UE23 are located within the cell coverage of a base
station eNB24 in a cellular E-UTRAN radio access network.

In addition, UE22, and UE23 are also located within the

coverage of a WiFi access point WiFi AP25 in a WLAN
access network.

0028. As illustrated in the top half of FIG. 2, user equip
ments UE21-23 are served by serving base station eNB24 via
an established LTE channel for data communication (denoted
by slashed shade). User equipments UE21-23, however, do
not establish any WLAN channel with WiFi AP25 for data
communication (denoted by white shade). For example, with
out multi-radio integration technology, user equipments
UE21-23 are not even aware of the existence of WiFi AP25

and the availability of any WLAN access. It can be seen that,
without multi-radio interworking, network bandwidth of the
WLAN access network is not utilized by the user equipments
UE21-23 at all.

0029. On the otherhand, as illustrated in the bottom half of
FIG. 2, user equipments UE21-23 are served by serving base
station eNB24 via an established LTE channel for data com

munication (denoted by slashed shade). In addition, user
equipments UE22-23 also establish a WLAN channel with
WiFiAP25 to offload data traffic from the LTE channel to the

WiFi channel (denoted by slashed shade). For example, the
serving base station eNB24 in the cellular network may
inform UE22-23 the availability of WLAN access through
WiFiAP25using multi-radio integration technology. It can be
seen that, with multi-radio interworking, network bandwidth
of both the E-UTRAN and the WLAN access network are

efficiently utilized by the user equipments UE21-23 to
improve transmission efficiency.
0030. In one advantageous aspect, the network operator of
the cellular network may have established certain business
service agreement with the network operator of the WLAN
network to facilitate the above-described multi-radio integra
tion and interworking. In one example, the network operator
of the cellular network may be the same entity as the network
operator of the WLAN network. In a first scenario, the net
work operator charges a flat fee on its users for aggregated
mobile data service. In a second scenario, the network opera
tor charges its fee based on transmitted data volume. In both
scenarios, via the above-described multi-radio interworking,
the network operator is able to provide better service to the
users while charging comparable fees.
0031 Multi-radio integration does not happen overnight.
Instead, it requires long-term planning with a well-defined
technology migration roadmap. In general, the first stage in
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the technology migration roadmap is defined as multi-radio
coexistence stage, during which multiple radio interfaces co
exist in the same terminal and are able to mitigate interference
such that different radio access networks can work well inde

pendently. The second stage in the technology migration
roadmap is defined as multi-radio cooperation stage, during
which multiple radio interfaces are able to interwork with
each other in the same terminal Such that radio resources over

different networks are leveraged for better per terminal per
formance. The third and final stage in the technology migra
tion roadmap is defined as multi-radio cognition stage, during
which multiple radio interfaces are able to interwork with
each other for resource optimization Such that the same radio
resource can be flexibly shared by different radio interfaces.
The three different stages are now described below with
accompanying drawings.
0032 FIG.3 illustrates multi-radio coexistence as the first
stage in multi-radio integration technology migration road
map. During the stage of multi-radio coexistence, multiple
radio modules co-exist in a multi-radio terminal (MRT) for
simultaneous and independent data communication over dif
ferent systems (e.g., system #1 over RF carrier #1 and system
#2 over RF carrier #2 as illustrated in FIG.3). The objective
of this stage is to mitigate the coexistence interference from
the radio modules co-located on the same device platform. In
the example of FIG.3, MRT31 comprises a first radio trans
ceiver including a first RF module (RF#1), a first baseband
module (BBit 1), and a first antenna (ANTH1), and a second
radio transceiver including a second RF module (RF#2), a
second baseband module (BBH2), and a second antenna
(ANTH2). For example, RF#1 is a Bluetooth (BT) module and
RF#2 is a cellular module. Simultaneous operation of the
multiple radio transceivers co-located on the same physical
device, however, can Suffer significant degradation including
significant interference between them because of the overlap
ping or adjacent radio spectrums. Due to physical proximity
and radio power leakage, when the transmission of data for
RF#1 overlaps with the reception of data for RF#2 in time
domain, the reception of RF#2 may seriously suffer due to
interference from the transmission of RF#1. Likewise, data

transmission of RF#2 may also interfere with data reception
of RFH1.

0033 Research has already been initiated to investigate
how different radio access networks could interwork with

each other to prevent mutual interference. Various methods of
scheduling transmitting and receiving time slots for co-lo
cated radio transceivers have been proposed. For example, a
BT device (e.g., RF#1) first synchronizes its communication
time slots with a co-located cellular radio module (e.g.,
RF#2), and then obtains the traffic pattern of the co-located
cellular radio module. Based on the traffic pattern, the BT
device selectively skips one or more TX or RX time slots to
avoid data transmission or reception in certain time slots and
thereby reducing interference with the co-located cellular
radio module. The skipped time slots are disabled for TX or
RX operation to prevent interference and to achieve more
energy saving. For additional details on multi-radio coexist
ence, see: U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/925,475,
entitled “System and Methods for Enhancing Coexistence
efficiency for multi-radio terminals.” filed on Oct. 22, 2010,
by Koetal. (the subject matter of which is incorporated herein
by reference).
0034 FIG. 4 illustrates multi-radio cooperation as the sec
ond stage in multi-radio integration technology migration
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roadmap. During the stage of multi-radio cooperation, mul
tiple radio modules interwork with each other in a multi-radio
terminal (MRT) for efficient data communication over differ
ent systems (e.g., system #1 over RF carrier #1 and system #2
over RF carrier #2 as illustrated in FIG. 4). The objective of
this stage is efficient inter-networking to help the MRT to
maintain connections in multiple systems with reduced hard
ware complexity. From system operation point of view,
MRT41 maintains logical connection with system #1 (de
noted by dashed shade) while being able to offload data traffic
to system #2 (denoted by dotted shade). New protocols may
be required in this cooperation stage to help MRT41 to switch
between two systems without losing control signals and con
nectivity. From device structural point of view, MRT 41 may
comprise a common radio frequency module (COMMON
RF), two independent baseband modules (BB #1 and BB #2),
and two separate antennas (ANTH1 and ANTi2).
0035 FIG. 5 illustrates multi-radio cognition as the third
stage in multi-radio integration technology migration road
map. During the final stage of multi-radio cognition, multiple
radio modules interwork with each other in a multi-radio

terminal (MRT) for optimized data communication over dif
ferent radio access networks in the same system. The objec
tive of this stage is to optimize radio (spectrum) resource
utilization while minimizing hardware complexity. Ideally,
unnecessary waste on radio resource overall considered spec
trum portions is prevented. From system operation point of
view, MRT51 is connected to system #1 and receives control
signal in system #1 over carrier #1 (denoted by slashed
shade). In addition, MRT51 also receives data signal in sys
tem #1 over carrier #2 (denoted by dotted shade). This is
because MRTS1 is able to Switch between different RF car

riers together with its serving base station or WiFi access
point in the same system. Moreover, a different user may
simultaneously obtain data service over carrier #1 in System
#1 (denoted by grey-fill shade). From device structural point
of view, MRT 51 may comprise a common radio frequency
module (COMMON RF), a common baseband module
(COMMON BB), and two separate antennas (ANTH1 and
ANTH2). By achieving radio resource sharing with mini
mized hardware complexity, multi-radio cognition is the final
stage to be reached in the near future for multi-radio inter
working.
0036 While research has been initiated to investigate how
different radio access networks could interwork with each

other to prevent mutual interference during the multi-radio
coexistence stage, it has not been well studied on how differ
ent radio interfaces of the same device can interwork to

improve transmission efficiency. Especially, it has not been
well studied on how radio access networks can help the device
with shared components for different radio modules and
transceivers to work well together. It has been realized, how
ever, multi-radio integration is difficult to achieve without
network and system support. This problem becomes more
serious when considering multi-radio cooperation and cog
nition. For example, user terminal does not know the time
instance it can switch to different carriers in FIGS. 4 and 5.

Without properassistance, user terminal needs to be designed
in response to the worst scenario, e.g., simultaneous transmit
and receive by different radio transceivers.
0037 FIG. 6 illustrates an example of multi-radio inter
working of a user terminal in a cellular network having
WLAN coverage in accordance with one novel aspect. The
example of FIG. 6 takes cellular network (e.g., LTE) as sys
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tem #1 and WiFi (e.g., WLAN) as system #2 with respect to
FIGS. 4 and 5. The example of FIG. 6 also takes traffic
offloading (e.g., forwarding) as one main embodiment of
multi-radio interworking. More specifically, data traffic of the

Sep. 15, 2011
time. When the UE leaves the WLAN coverage area, WLAN
access will be timely deactivated via its WLAN module to
save power consumption.
0042. As illustrated by timeline 67 in FIG. 6, the user

user terminal can be offloaded from a cellular access network

moves to location B at time T0. At the same time T1=T0, the

to a WLAN access network to improve transmission effi
ciency. It should be noted, however, that the problem is
generic and the solution is applicable to many other system

WLAN module of UE65 is activated to Scan WiFi AP64 and

combinations.

0038. In the example of FIG. 6, cellular radio access net
work E-UTRAN 61 comprises a serving base station eNB62,
and WLAN 63 comprises a WiFi access point AP64. User
equipment UE65 and AP64 are both located within the cell
coverage provided by eNB62. UE65 is initially served by its
serving base station eNB62 via LTE cellular air interface at a
first location A. When UE65 moves to a second location B

later, it is then located inside the coverage provided by WiFi
AP64 for WLAN access. Subsequently, UE65 moves to a
third location C, where WLAN access is no longer available.
0039. Without multi-radio integration, UE65 served by
eNB62 cannot connect or disconnect to WiFi AP64 effi

ciently. Because of the limited WLAN coverage, UE65 has no

access WLAN 63. At time T2, UE65 is connected to WLAN
63 and data traffic of UE65 is offloaded from E-UTRAN 61 to

WLAN 63. At time T3, the user moves outside of the WLAN

coverage area. Finally, at the same time T4-T3, the WLAN
module of UE65 is deactivated to save power consumption.
From timeline 67, it can be seen that when UE65 is located

within WLAN coverage from time T0 to T3, data traffic of
UE65 is offloaded from E-UTRAN 61 to WLAN 63 to

improve transmission efficiency during a majority of time
period (from time T2 to T3). Furthermore, the connection
setup time (from time T1 to T2) is shorter as compared to
timeline 66, and the WLAN activation time (from T1 to T4) is
shorter as compared to timeline 66 without multi-radio inter
working.
0043. To facilitate the above-described traffic offloading
from a cellular access network to a WLAN, it is necessary for
a UE to obtain certain WLAN information. For example, it is

idea when to scan WiFi AP64. The current method is that

desirable for the UE to know when it should activate the

WiFi service provider may advertise its WiFi availability in
some specific areas such as McDonald, café, restaurant, etc.
The user of UE65 then manually activates the WLAN module

channel, which WiFi AP it can or prefer to access, how to
complete the WLAN setup with reduced time, and when to

to scan and access the WLAN network. The user, however,

may not notice the WiFi advertisement and thus may not
activate the WLAN module immediately after moving inside
of the WLAN coverage. In addition, the user may forget to
deactivate the WLAN module when moving outside of the
WLAN coverage.
0040. As illustrated by timeline 66 in FIG. 6, the user of
UE65 moves to location B at time T0. The user manually
activates the WLAN module of UE65 to Scan WiFiAP64 and
access WLAN 63 at time T1..UE65 is connected to WLAN 63

at time T2 after WLAN connection setup. Effective WLAN
traffic offload then occurs from time T2 to time T3. At time

T3, the user moves outside of the WLAN coverage. Finally,
the user remembers to deactivate the WLAN module of UE65

at time T4. As a result, the cellular network E-UTRAN 61 is
notable to offload traffic to WLAN 63 for UE65 when the user

forgets to turn on the WLAN module of UE65 from time T0
to T1. In addition, UE65 wastes power consumption when the
user forgets to turn off the WLAN module of UE65 from time
T3 to T4. From timeline 66, it can be seen that although UE65
is located within WLAN coverage from time T0 to T3, the
actual WLAN traffic offload time period (from time T2 to T3)
is very short, at the cost of activating the WLAN module for
a relative long time period (from time T1 to T4).
0041. On the other hand, with multi-radio integration,
UE65 has certain information on WLAN 63 including the
WLAN access and coverage information and thus can con
nect or disconnect to WiFiAP64 efficiently. In general, when
a UE served by a serving base station in a cellular network
enters a location with WLAN access, WLAN access will be

activated via its WLAN module and WLAN connection setup
will be started automatically after entering the WLAN cov
erage area. As a result, the UE will have established connec
tion to both the cellular network and the WLAN. Further

more, the serving base station in the cellular network may
assist the UE during connection setup to reduce the setup

WLAN module, where to scan WiFi AP over which WiFi
deactivate the WLAN module. In accordance with one novel

aspect, the serving eNB of the UE will first obtain the WLAN
information (e.g., a first step illustrated below in FIG. 7), and
then forward the WLAN information to the UE under some

triggering events to facilitate the WLAN offload operational
procedure (e.g., a second step illustrated below in FIG. 8).
0044 FIG.7 illustrates a first step in WLAN offload opera
tional procedure in a cellular network 70. Cellular network 70
comprises a plurality of base stations (eNBS) including
eNB71, eNB72, and eNB73, and a plurality of serving
devices (UEs) including UE74, UE75, and UE76. The cell
coverage of some of the eNBs overlaps with the coverage of
a plurality of WLANs, and each WLAN comprises a WiFi
access point (AP) including AP77, AP78, and AP79 to pro
vide WLAN access. In the example of FIG. 7, serving base
station eNB71 serves serving device UE74, which is located
inside the WLAN coverage provided by WiFi AP77. Simi
larly, serving base stations eNB72-eNB73 serve serving
devices UE75-UE76, which are located inside the coverage
provided by WiFiAP78-AP79, respectively.
0045. For UEs that have established connection with a
corresponding WiFiAP, or for UEs that have performed scan
ning over a corresponding WiFi AP (e.g., as denoted by
dashed arrows in FIG. 7), they have obtained certain WLAN
information based on the UE Scanning result. In accordance
with one novel aspect, these UEs can transmit the WLAN
information to its serving eNB (e.g., as denoted by Solid
arrows in FIG. 7). For example, UE74 obtains WiFi AP77
information via Scanning and then transmits the information
to eNB71. Similarly, UE75-UE76 obtains WiFiAP78-AP79
information via Scanning and then transmits the information
to eNB72-eNB73. The serving base stations then understand
which WiFi AP has coverage overlapped with which cell
coverage in the cellular network.
0046 FIG. 8 illustrates a second step in WLAN offload
operational procedure in cellular network 70. In the second
step of WLAN offload operational procedure, the serving
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base stations in the cellular network forward the obtained

WLAN information to their serving devices based on certain
triggering events. In the example of FIG. 8, UE81 moves
toward eEB71 and handovers from eNB84 to eNB71. When

UE81 handovers to eNB71 (e.g., one of the triggering events),
eNB71 forwards the obtained WLAN information (e.g., WiFi
AP77 information) to UE81. As a result, when UE81 moves
toward a location with WLAN coverage, UE81 automatically
activates WLAN access via its WLAN module to search and
connect with WiFi AP77 based on the WLAN information

offered by eNB71. Similarly, when UE81 moves away from
the location with WLAN coverage, UE81 automatically
deactivates WLAN access via its WLAN module to save
power.

0047 Handover is only one of the triggering events for a
serving base station to forward WLAN information to its
serving device. The triggering events may be associated with
the serving base station information Such as the serving eNB
location and coverage information (e.g., when a UE han
dovers to the serving eNB), WLAN coverage information
such as its WiFi AP location (e.g., identified by GNSS or
network positioning) and coverage (e.g., identified WiFi AP
within eNB cell coverage), and the serving device informa
tion such as device location (e.g., identified by GNSS or
network positioning), device footprint (e.g., a list of cell ID
identified by the serving UE connected with that WiFi AP
with or without the associated measurement results), device
measurement results (e.g., by RSRP, RSRO, or CQI of the
serving or neighboring eNB), and device WiFi capability
previously reported to the serving eNB.
0048 FIG. 9 illustrates one embodiment of a complete
WLAN offload procedure in a cellular networkinaccordance
with one novel aspect. The cellular network comprises a
serving base station eNB91, user equipments UE92 and
UE93, and a WiFi access point AP94 that provides overlap
ping WLAN coverage with the cell coverage of eNB91. Both
UE92 and UE93 are equipped with a WLAN module and a
cellular module. Alternatively, UE92 and UE93 may be
equipped with a common RF module that can be shared for
WLAN and LTE access. In the example of FIG. 9, UE93 is
located within WLAN coverage provided by WiFi AP94.
UE93 performs scanning and thereby obtains scanning result
over the WLAN frequency channels used by WiFiAP94 (step
101). The scanning result may comprise the service set iden
tifier (SSID) of WiFi AP94, the frequency channel used by
WiFi AP94, the received signal strength, the WLAN signal
and/or protocol version (e.g., IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n), the
WLAN mode (e.g., infrastructure mode, ad-hoc mode, or
portable router), and the IP address of WiFiAP94. The scan
ning result may further comprise WLAN connection quality
(QoS) information such as the service latency and the achiev
able throughput of WiFiAP94, the location when WiFiAP94
was scanned or connected by UE93, the footprint when WiFi
AP94 was scanned or connected by UE93, and the measure
ment results by UE93 over the cellular network when UE93
scanned or is connected to WiFiAP94.

0049. Next, UE93 transmits the scanning result to its serv
ing eNB91 (step 102). As a result, eNB91 obtains WLAN
information based on the Scanning result. The obtained
WLAN information generally is very helpful for other UEs
(e.g., UE92) to determine whether it should activate its
WLAN module and where to scan for WiFiAPs. In addition

to obtaining the WLAN information based on the scanning
result described above, eNB91 may obtain the WLAN infor
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mation or additional WLAN information through other
mechanism, Such as from the server in backhaul network or

from the WiFiAPitself. For example, the WLAN information
may further comprise WLAN layer-3 information (e.g.,
WLANgateway IP address, DNSIP address, DHCP server IP
address), device IP address to be used in WLAN, and
I-WLAN information (e.g., wireless access gateway (WAG)
address, available public land mobile network (PLMN)
attached to this WLAN). In another embodiment, the WLAN
information may comprise additional information to help the
device to determine which WiFiAP it can access, prefers to
access, or is disallowed to access. Furthermore, the WLAN

information may comprise authentication information and
requirement by the WiFi AP, the charging policy of the WiFi
AP, the access priority of the WiFiAP (e.g., high priority to
cellular operator's own WiFi AP), the required registration
information by the WiFiAP, the loading of the WiFiAP, the
remaining capacity of the WiFiAP, the achievable throughput
of the WiFiAP, and the service latency of the WiFiAP.
0050. In one embodiment, eNB91 may indicate to the UE
the prioritized WiFiAP to be accessed based on the cellular
operator's policy. In one example, the WiFi AP deployed by
serving operator itself (e.g. CMCC) or the WiFiAP deployed
by the other operator who has roaming agreement with the
serving operator has higher priority. In another example, the
cellular operator may not want UE to access other public WiFi
AP in order to maximize its revenue from data access if the

charging is based on transmitted data Volume. In yet another
example, the cellular operator may want UE to access public
WiFiAP as much as possible if the charging is by flat rate. In
another embodiment, different WLAN access policy can be
applied when the WiFiAP is connected with different back
haul (e.g., wireline broadband backhaul or wireless back
haul). For example, a cellular network operator may not want
the UEs to use WiFi to connect with another portable WiFi
router because the portable WiFi router consumes the same
wireless resource from the cellular network and thus cannot

efficiently offload any traffic from the cellular network.
0051. After UE92 handovers to serving eNB91 (step 103),
the handover event triggers eNB91 to forward the obtained
WLAN information to UE92 (step 104). After receiving the
WLAN information, UE92 activates WLAN access via its

WLAN module when it moves inside WLAN coverage (step
105). Based on the received WLAN information, UE92 per
forms scanning over WLAN channels and starts to setup
connection with WiFiAP94 (step 106). The WLAN connec
tion setup may takes a long time because of various security
related procedures including authentication and registration.
For example, some WiFiAP will require authentication pro
cess involving user entering ID and password. To help reduc
ing the connection setup time, the serving eNB91 may per
form a series of actions including pre-authentication and pre
registration (step 107). For example, eNB91 may help to
perform pre-authentication with WiFi AP94 using UE92's
identify previously registered in the cellular network, to
acquire WLAN access key and pass to UE92 for WiFi AP
access, to pre-authenticate or pre-register UE92 to the PLMN
attached to the WLAN using UE92's identity (e.g., SIM), to
inform PDG to redirect selected UE packet data traffic to the
WLAN, and to forward security information for accessing
WiFiAP94 to UE92. After WLAN connection setup, UE92 is
connected to both the cellular network and the WLAN (step
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UE92, the threshold of the measurement result over the serv

mit and forward WLAN information. In general, the WLAN
information may be carried by various types of messages
including the RRC message in UTRA or E-UTRA systems,
the media access control (MAC) control element (CE) in
UTRA or EUTRA systems, and the MAC management mes
sage in WiMAX systems.
0056 Although the present invention has been described
in connection with certain specific embodiments for instruc
tional purposes, the present invention is not limited thereto.
Accordingly, various modifications, adaptations, and combi

ing eNB91, the threshold of the WLAN signal strength, and
the threshold of achievable WLAN throughput. For example,

be practiced without departing from the scope of the inven

108). Data traffic of UE92 can be forwarded from the cellular
network to the WLAN to improve performance and effi
ciency.
0052. When UE92 later on leaves outside of WLAN cov
erage, it deactivates WLAN access via its WLAN module

based on certain triggering conditions (step 109). The trig
gering conditions may be based on a notification from the
serving eNB91 about the unavailability of any WiFi AP, the
serving cell of UE92, the location of UE92, the footprint of
UE92 may deactivate its WLAN module when UE92 enters
another cell where UE92 receives no WiFi AP information

from the eNB that serves the cell. UE92 may also deactivate
its WLAN module when scanning result shows that the
received signal strength from the WiFiAPs indicated by the
serving eNB91 are below certain threshold.
0053 A radio access network (RAN) is only part of a
wireless communication network implementing a radio
access technology. FIG. 10 illustrates an overview of network
architecture for WLAN offload in a wireless communication
network 110. Wireless communication network 110 com

prises a radio access network RAN 111 and an evolved packet
core network 112. RAN 111 comprises an E-UTRAN 113
including a plurality of eNBs and a WLAN 114 including a
WiFiAP and a wireless access gateway (WAG) 115, and each
RAN provides radio access for user equipment UE121 via
different air interfaces. Evolved packet core network 112
comprises a mobility managemententity (MME) 116, a serv
ing gateway (S-GW) 117, a packet data network gateway
(PDN-GW) 118, and an enhanced PDNgateway (ePDN) 119.
Evolved packet core network 112 and E-UTRAN 113
together is also referred to as a public land mobile network
(PLMN). From UE121 perspective, it is equipped with both a
cellular transceiver and a WiFi transceiver, and is able to
access application networks or the Internet 120 via cellular

access (e.g., the E-UTRAN path denoted by dashed line with
single dot) or WLAN access (e.g., the WLAN path denoted by
dashed line with double dots).
0054 FIG. 11 illustrates one embodiment of using paging
procedure to initiate a WLAN offload procedure in wireless
communication network 110. In the example of FIG. 11, a
network server 122 uses paging procedure to initiate or
update the WLAN offload procedure. In step 1, network
server 122 transmits a service initiation message to PDG 118
for sending a paging message to UE121. The paging message
contains information of the target WLAN for UE121 to
access. In step 2, PDG 118 transmits the paging message to
MME 116, which in turn forwards the paging message to
UE121 via E-UTRAN access network 113. The paging mes

sage informs UE121 that whenever UE121 wants to establish
connection for data service, UE121 should establish such

connection through WLAN access network 114, instead of
through E-UTRAN access network 113. In step 3. UE121
starts WLAN offload setup with WAG 115 and then transmits
a paging response through WLAN access network 114 to the
network entity that issues the paging message (e.g., PDG
118). In step 4, after paging response, WLAN connection is
established and packet data service flow is established
through WLAN access network 114.
0055 Paging procedure is only one example in initiating
the WLAN offload procedure. A paging message is one type
of radio resource control (RRC) message that is used to trans

nations of various features of the described embodiments can
tion as set forth in the claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising:
obtaining wireless local area network (WLAN) informa
tion of a WLAN by a serving base station in a cellular
network; and

forwarding the WLAN information to a serving device
Such that the serving device is capable to connect with
both the cellular network and the WLAN, wherein the
WLAN information is forwarded based on triggering
events associated with the serving base station informa
tion, WLAN coverage information, or the serving device
information.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the WLAN information

comprises a service set identifier (SSID) of a WLAN access
point (AP) or a frequency channel used by the WLAN AP.
3. The method of claim 2, wherein the WLAN information
comprises the access priority or principle associated with the
SSID of the WLAN AP

4. The method of claim 2, wherein the WLAN information

comprises the backhaul type connected by the WLAN AP
5. The method of claim 1, wherein the WLAN information
comprises received signal strength, WLAN signal/protocol
version, and WLAN mode of a WLAN access point (AP).
6. The method of claim 1, wherein the WLAN information
comprises layer-3 information including at least one of a
WLAN AP gateway IP address, a DNS IP address, a DHCP
server IP address, a device IP address to be used in the
WLAN, and I-WLAN information.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
performing pre-authentication and pre-registration with a
WLAN access point (AP) based on the serving device
identity registered in the cellular network.
8. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
acquiring WLAN access information and forwarding the
WLAN access information to the serving device for
WLAN access.

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
informing a packet data gateway to redirect selected packet
data traffic of the serving device from the cellular net
work to the WLAN.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the WLAN informa

tion comprises information about a WLAN access point (AP)
including at least one of authentication information, charging
policy, access priority, registration information, loading,
capacity, achievable throughput, and service latency of the
WLAN AP

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the WLAN informa

tion is received by the serving base station from a second
serving device, and wherein the WLAN information com
prises scanning result obtained by the second serving device
over WLAN frequency channels.
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12. The method of claim 1, wherein the WLAN informa

tion is contained in a radio resource control (RRC) message,
or a media access control (MAC) control element (CE), or a
MAC management message in the cellular network.
13. The method of claim 1, wherein the cellular network is

part of a packet core network, and whereinapaging procedure
of the packet core network is used to initiate the WLAN
information forwarding procedure.
14. The method of claim 1, wherein the triggering event is
associated with the serving base station cell coverage.
16. The method of claim 1, wherein the triggering event is
associated with WLAN coverage information including a
WLAN AP location and the WLAN service coverage.
17. The method of claim 1, wherein the triggering event is
associated with the serving device information including
device location, device footprint, device measurement result
over the serving base station, or device WLAN capability.
18. A method comprising:
obtaining wireless local area network (WLAN) informa
tion by a user equipment (UE) in a cellular network,

22. The method of claim 18, further comprising:
deactivating the access to the WLAN via the WLAN mod
ule based on a triggering condition.
23. The method of claim 22, wherein the triggering condi
tion comprises a notification from the serving base station,
and wherein the notification contains WLAN coverage infor
mation.

24. The method of claim 22, wherein the triggering condi
tion comprises UE device information including UE location,
UE footprint, or UE measurement result over the serving base
station.

25. The method of claim 22, wherein the triggering condi
tion comprises WLAN threshold information including
WLAN signal strength threshold or WLAN throughput
threshold.

wherein the WLAN information is transmitted from a

26. A method comprising:
scanning over wireless local area network (WLAN) fre
quency channels by a user equipment (UE) and thereby
obtaining scanning result of a WLAN access point (AP)
in a WLAN, wherein the UE is equipped with both a

serving base station in the cellular network, and wherein
the UE is equipped with both a cellular module and a

transmitting the scanning result to a serving base station in

WLAN module; and

activating access to a WLAN via the WLAN module based
on the obtained WLAN information such that the UE has

capability to connect with both the cellular network and
the WLAN.

19. The method of claim 18, wherein the UE activates the

access to the WLAN when it handovers to the serving base
station.

20. The method of claim 18, wherein the UE activates the

access to the WLAN and scans a WLAN access point (AP)
over the WLAN frequency channel based on the WLAN
information.

21. The method of claim 18, wherein the UE selects a

WLAN access point (AP) from a plurality of WLAN APs and
performs connection setup with the WLAN AP based on the
WLAN information.

WLAN module and a cellular module; and
a cellular network.

27. The method of claim 26, wherein the scanning result
comprises at least one of a service set identifier (SSID) of the
WLAN AP, a received signal strength, a WLAN signal/pro
tocol version, a WLAN mode, and an IP address of the
WLAN AP.

28. The method of claim 26, wherein the scanning result
comprises WLAN connection quality information including
latency and achievable throughput.
29. The method of claim 26, wherein the scanning result
comprises the WLAN AP location and footprint.
30. The method of claim 26, wherein the scanning result
comprises measurement result over the cellular network by
the UE.

